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About This Content

This expansion for Democracy 3 adds new dilemmas and policies which allow you to exert subtle change upon your country.
Income taxes and Economic policy are big blunt instruments, but with social engineering you get to influence the population in

far subtler ways. From TV ad campaigns to promote healthy eating to free parenting classes, city farms and a smart-meter
program, these policies use the more subtle 'nudge' techniques to encourage behavioral change amongst your population. A total

of 26 completely new policies and 8 new dilemmas are available, regardless what country you are playing.

New Dilemmas:

Airport transport links

Banknote face

Prevent Doctors being bribed

Arrest/Employ Hackers

Attend Labor Day

Raunchy Popstar
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Powerline construction

Allow singles to adopt

New Policies:

Healthy Eating Campaign

Cycling Campaign

Car-Pooling campaign

Keep The Country Tidy campaign

Tourism ad campaign

Alcohol awareness campaign

Business Startup campaign

Youth politics council

National armed forces week

Free Parenting classes

National business council

Social Justice foundation

Smart Meter program

Needle Exchange program

Stamp out racism week

Compulsory food labeling

Trade council

Compulsory foreign language classes

Labor day bank holiday

City farms

Eco-home regulations.

Young entrepreneur scheme

Diplomatic service
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Witness protection program

Compulsory school sports

Bicycle subsidies
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Title: Democracy 3: Social Engineering
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Positech Games
Publisher:
Positech Games
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 gig

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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I would reccommend this game, I used to play it a lot, but now since WarpPortal is running it, it's broken. Whenever I try to run
the game the WarpPortal software comes up and asks me to confirm my account to my email, but when I go to my email the
confirmation doesn't show up and when I hit the "Send Request" button it crashes the application and when I hit "login" it closes
and reopens the application.. Zombie exodus is a really great choice of games title, an excellent text adventure and rpg, and very
well written and designed. In it you build your character with quite a few variables that relate tto your starting inventory and
stats. I have not run through the story more than once but diving in i could see theres a few paths you could take for different
character/other playthrough. I reccomend. I can recommend this only for achievements. You also get cards so it's like a refund
if you didn't like it if it was on sale. Clicking through the story will give you 4 new ones for your collection. The art is well done,
and the music is nice and fits the story. It is nice, sweet, and kind of a sad story. However I can not recommend it for the
content since the story drags on so long that I found myself wanting it to get to the point already. i think it would be a much
better kinetic novel if tey cut a lot of the fat from the story that really didn't need to be there. Get it on sale.. Overall, the game
is fantastic. The art is good, the sound is decent and the game keeps your attention. However; when you play in skirmish, the AI
seems to pop up EVERYWHERE. Even in your base. Not to mention that, when you seem get rid of them, they'll sometimes
spawn in the same spot no more then a second later. Other then that, there are a few bugs here and there but it's still very much
worth the money.. Crusader kings 1 loses the fight against Crusader Kings II, but it is still fun and a cheap game. I like it and the
only negative thing in this game in my opinion is that you cannot play as anyone else but a christian ruler. Something different...
but rather fussy when it comes to crontrols, graphics, screen size and on\/off switchen when running multiple monitors.. CONs:
Only one trading card and no achievements. Levels can be finished with a simple exercise of dodging enemies. Soundtrack gets
me nervous. There isn't any score system (it may be a fundant pillar of the shmup genre). Controls should be remapped (moving
my bug with Xbox's D-pad is uncomfortable).

PROs: nice storyline (even though an extinct mankind is still throwing nuclear bombs every six seconds), good graphics.. there
are errors in the topography especially around airports. some airstrips are depressed into the ground while others like naivasha
are extremely elevated as though on plateaus.
is there any way to correct this error?. has potential but no updates or anything. slow. extremely lacking of any progression other
than through the story to get a few new things.

too simple, plain. waste of money. dont buy. not worth it. also my AV picked up a spyware or something from it. STAY
AWAY.. Update:

Devs seem to have ditched the game where game breaking bugs are present in 70% of their guns. Until they fix this I can't leave
a thumbs up.

The driving and shooting is amazing. So far encountered very little bugs.
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Wow, I finally have a game on linux that doesn't have the steamos icon on the store page NEAT!.

Indirect Ant Simulator

Upgrades

Different Types of Ants to Control

Super Repetitive
All in all, if you're not a person that doesn't like repetitive games, then this is definitely not for you. It's a really
classic, relaxing game with relaxed graphics and gameplay, and it's a pretty good steal, because I bought it
during an 83% off promotion sale, so it was only $0.50.. My friends judge me,
I judge me,
But I don't care...
Just leave me alone so I can spend an hour putting logs in a woodchipper.. While the IndyCar Pack for GRID 2
is a small addition to the game it does add a lot of interesting factors into the game. After purchasing the
IndyCar Pack you'll receive two routes at the world famous Indianapolis Motor Speedway Circuit, two vehicle
liveries for the Chevrolet Camaro SS and Corvette Z06, and the IndyCar itself. While the IndyCar and the
tracks added are fun, it's not totally worth seven dollars.. It's...an interesting title with an interesting twist on
the good old Snake formula, sadly, while the game does a good job of looking like an old arcade game, it just
doesn't have the same addictive factor, it's just a bit too slow, sure, you can increase your speed but it ends up
becoming too fast then.

The idea is for you to make some holes and lead enemies to below ground and smash them by making terrain
fall on them, again, that's a cool idea, sadly, the game is just a bit too slow and the enemies are a bit too easy to
dodge and not aggresive enough, preferring to just walk around until you get close to them most of the time, it
also doesn't help that again, the game is a bit too slow, and you may end up not having enough terrain to do
whatever you want, so sometimes you just sit arround waiting for more terrain to fall off(which can be
thankfully sped up) in a safe area which just goes against the arcade fast paced idea.

I don't know, maybe i was expecting a more frantic game, but it feels like a tactical and more slow version of
Snake that just does not have enough variety to make me keep coming back to it.

Again, interesting idea, but Mindware has done better games that are more fun and addictive like Heiankyo
Alien and Space Mouse.. This game taught me how to be a baller. Played less than an hour atm, but like it
already.
Rooms: The Unsolvable Puzzle reminds me Spooky Door on mobile, but this game is much better; graphics and
in-depth puzzles

Highly recommended!. for 5 dolars is a meeeh game. its a rip off of game dev tycoon. at first im like hey they
release a new game. but then i realise that this game is very shallow . it need more work and more originality..
Don't even think about this game. It must be Very early access. Had major issues even trying to set up the
graphics, even to the point of screen lock up during set up. Terrible graphics even on max. You can only increase
or decrease complete volume ( no background, dialogue, music settings). No way to access a menu to tell you
anything about controls. At this point of it's release, it's a major thumbs down.
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